
If you want to go fast, go alone, if you 
want to go far, go together”.

African Proverb 

Experts Facilitator
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Collective Intelligence



Challenge Background 

In the era of AI’s minds that exceed humans in speed, problem

solving, and fast learning algorithms, there is a pressing need

for integrative, innovative, and hybrid minds to form a super

intelligent brain for the unpredictable future. The digital era

has a great impact on preparing gifted individuals toward

being active contributors to humanity. Thus far, educational

settings including gifted and talented education have not

coped with the new era of the 4th revolution industries. There

are three main features depicted this era: (a) increasing

exponential growth of acceleration between generations and

industrial revolutions which is widening the gap between

gifted and talented minds and general educational practices;

(b) the digital culture gap among decision-makers and newer

generations, which is leading to differences in thinking,

knowledge, attitude, values, and practice; (c) advancement of

technology including AI, machine learning, blockchains, big

data, which is creating great opportunities toward future

development among the new generations contributors.
Read more 



Challenge Background 

One of the main features of the Global Talent Platform (GTP),

is to bring gifted and talented minds together early before

they enter the workplace and enable their potential to be

innovative leaders in their fields. This will be accomplished by

capitalizing on their individual’s profile in collaboration with

their counter part from other countries. The GTP team hopes

to create a place for young adult with talented minds to work

collectively, get exposure to different cultures, learn value

systems, and diverse minds to accelerate their own potential.

Furthermore, the GTP would provide a journey of

opportunities to empower young minds to be the future

leaders within various educational and industrial settings.
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Relation to Goal

One of the main objectives of the GTP is to inspire and

empower gifted and talented youth from all over the world to

lead innovation with contemporary knowledge, skills, values

and resources to leverage their positive impact on new future.

However, this objective could not be achieved if a talented

individual works alone without working collectively with other

bright minds within the same major or with different

disciplines.
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Problem Statement

Based on the design principles of the Global Talent Platform, in your

group, work collectively, shed light on your past positive and negative

experiences in your previous educational endeavors to pave the way

for the GTP design team to consider them. Further, propose

initiatives, settings, and other opportunities, to engage in problem

solving teams to innovate solutions, opportunities, and create

settings to bring talented minds to work together where they can

excel, lead, and innovate supported by advance technologies.
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Solutions Recruitment: 

Envision as a group, how the GTP could facilitate collective
intelligence among it members in a very powerful way, the
solution might include the following, but not limited to:

 Recall the team experience on successful collective
intelligence and elaborate on these experience

 Propose initiatives, programs, training, and opportunities
that can leverage collective intelligence

 Analyze knowledge, skills, values, and methods for teams to
be effective that are essential to collective intelligence

 Create the big picture of collaboration with intelligent
minds as the main hook to promote the platform to the
target audience
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Tools

 Background links

 Resource links

 User defined journey

 Convergent and divergent brainstorming

Communication Tips

 Use the challenge pathway

 Use the analytical tool to understand the phenomena
and bring new perspectives to your solution

 Ask the subject matter experts to get insights

 Create stick notes, drawings and data/graphs, if
necessary

 Clearly state the problem, the solution and the potential
impact

 Upload your solution to the platform
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Ready, Set GO!

 Leader of the group discusses the strategy, defines
roles, and motivates the team, and formulate the
solution collectively.

 As a group, discuss the background and review any
relevant links and literature

 Assign group tasks for the allotted time

 Go through the brainstorming process

 Reconvene the team approximately 20 minutes prior to
session end

 Communicate your solution in a clear and interesting
format
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Specific Result

- A group of human beings “carrying” out a task as if the group, itself,
were a coherent, intelligent organism working with one mind, rather
than a collection of independent agents.

- Intelligence is a very general mental capability that, among other
things, involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think
abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from
experience.

- Methods for enabling the participant to take the lead in the
collective intelligence feild.

Resources

1. Nesta: The collective intelligence design playbook (PDF)
https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Nesta_Playbook_001_Web.
pdf
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Challenge pathway (90m)

2

3

4

1
Why can’t you recognize your top talent fellows?
Why can’t you bring out the best in your team?

Understand The Problem

Seek Solution
Why can't you get to know your best colleagues around the world in talent.
What practices would you perform to identify your talent fellows?
How can you bring out the best in your team?
What privilege will give them to finish their jobs?

Decide and Act
according to the list of answers you give.
Vote on the best solution or solutions to be used.
Brings together a diverse range of stakeholders who are affected and/or 
knowledgeable about an issue.
"seeking to mentors for guidance

Submit your ideas!

Learn and adopt
As a decision-maker, 
you want to share what is known and what works with others so that they can 
act more quickly/ smartly.
Combine multiple sets and types of data and vote for the best ones to conclude to four
.
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Platform thinking variables  to be  consider  for designing  a 
successful platform

Condition "Design Principles

Digital Platform is required to design with future talent business needs and priorities, 
complexity, and technical maturity. We Mawhiba then merge with our patterns, 
practices, and principles of enterprise platform  towards the existence of a Global 
talent platform – one of its kind at a global scale whose objective is to “Inspire and 
empower” talent that can create a positive impact on humanity 

Platform Objective



Design Principle Cheat List 

What is Platform Thinking
• It is Software Based  open environment with  open infrastructures, 
• It is orchestrator  for connecting diverse systems across  sectors with our border
• It is harnesser  the network affect
• Connecting Multiple stake holder  towards resource  benefit and value output
In nutshell : The new way of thinking  and executing  is in terms of participants that 

interact to create and consume value e.g., Uber,

Ref: https://www.thoughtworks.com/insights/blog/art-platform-thinking

What is  Platform Design
Platform design involves a spectrum of design choices regarding the 
infrastructural capabilities and governance mechanisms employed by a 
platform. These choices are made within the framework of the market within 
which the platform operates, the interactions that market participants engage 
in, and the incentives needed to attract participation.
Ref: https://platformthinkinglabs.com/materials/the-three-design-elements-
for-designing-platforms/

https://www.thoughtworks.com/insights/blog/art-platform-thinking
https://platformthinkinglabs.com/materials/the-three-design-elements-for-designing-platforms/
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